
For companies of any size, succeeding

on YouTube is an essential. YouTube is

the place the world goes for online

video, and your company had better

have a well-organized channel there.

YouTube is so central to online video

marketing success, that we spend a lot of

time talking about it on OnlineVideo.net.

Now, we've collected some of our best

articles, as well as exclusive content pre-

pared just for this download, so that

video marketers can have all of our best

tips in one collection. Thanks for reading

and good luck with your YouTube video

marketing strategy.
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By Shelley M. Johnson

Apicture is worth 1,000 words. So

exactly how much is YouTube

video worth? Since YouTube is

the second largest search engine on the

internet, it’s a marketing mecca. Because

Google owns YouTube, it integrates

videos into Google search results. That

gives YouTube even more punch.

There are 27.9 million men and 34.7 mil-

lion women between the ages of 18 to 54

who look at YouTube content. A well-

crafted, well-positioned marketing mes-

sage could go viral with over 4 billion

videos viewed on YouTube every day.

Brands like Boost Mobile and Metro PCS

average 4,000 YouTube subscribers and

over 200 videos. Since 2006, HTC has

earned over 56 million views with

250,000 subscribers.

What Makes Online Video the
Better Marketing Choice?

Video engages viewers, creates conver-

sions, builds links, builds brand aware-

ness, and boosts SEO. It helps your com-

pany, but only if it's good. Shoddy content

need not apply. You need to gain viewer

buy-in within the first 5 to 10 seconds of

your content. If the viewer finds your con-

tent unbelievable or unbelievably boring,

they'll leave. Brands need toevoke an

emotional response. A good video:

� Engages the viewer

� Peaks interest

� Gains trust

� Creates conversions 

� Gets viewers to share

Content sharing extends your reach.

Video is shared at least 30 percent more

oftenthan other types of content on

social networks like Facebook, Twitter,

and Google+.

Because video increases engagement

and trust, it drives up conversion rates.

Web pages with mixed

media that include

video generate more

inbound links than

pages with just plain

images and text.

When you create

video content and a

channel on YouTube,

you gain a ranking in

YouTube and Google.

That drives brand

awareness, perform-

ance, and sales.People

hang around longer if

there is video. According to Phil Notting-

ham of Distilled.net, website posts with

video have an average viewing time of 5

minutes 29 seconds, while posts without

videos only average 4 minutes 46 seconds.

What Works in 
YouTube Marketing

The most effective videos on YouTube

are educational and entertaining, answer-

ing questions that Google searches typi-

cally answer.

The Top 50 Ways Brands Can Build
Subscribers on YouTube
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Kent Lewis, president of AnvilMediainc

suggests creating content that addresses

all four stages of the sales cycle:

� Awareness

� Interest

� Intent 

� Purchase

Lewis recommends a marketing strate-

gy that's both global and local:

� Video should be targeted globally

and accessible to all devices,

especially mobile devices.

� Video should be localized whenever

possible. That is especially important

for retailers who want to increase

brand awareness and earn viewer

loyalty.

Core strategies must include creating

video optimized with keywords, strong

titles, careful descriptions and correct

tags for maximum YouTube visibility,

Lewis says. He suggests promoting

videos through the company network,

newsletters, and social media accounts, as

well as with YouTube advertising.

Cover All the Bases
YouTube offers free metrics for mar-

keters to analyze how effectively cam-

paigns are going. Metrics include views,

likes and dislikes, the number of times a

video has been favorite, and the number

of channel subscribers. YouTube market-

ing should include:

� Making sure your videos are tagged

so they can be indexed by search

engines.

� Embedding and promote videos

across web properties, such as

websites, blogs, and social profiles.

� Using text for content. Surround

videos with keyword-relevant copy

of testimonials and personal advice from

its staff. According to Distilled.net, Zappos

established an “emotional connection

with the customer which helped with

making a better buying decision.”

� Use Google to learn what people are

asking.

� See what competitors are doing. Look

at successful YouTube video

campaigns to learn what makes them

different.

� Have focused goals for video

campaigns.

Key Elements for 
YouTube Success
� Create a dynamic introduction

� Be consistent in branding: use the

same logo, typeface and colors

� Deliver HD quality

� Optimize content for mobile

platforms

� Include a prominent call to action

link on all videos asking viewers to

subscribe to the brand YouTube

channel

when embedding them into websites

or blogs.

� Including the URL to the brand

YouTube channel in print or PR

materials/

� Embedding video URL into eBlasts,

newsletters, press releases, and

marketing collateral.

Gain Buy-In
Understand the target audience. Online

retailer Zappos filled a niche when it rec-

ognized its customers needed questions

answered before they purchased cloth-

ing or shoes online. Zappos raised buy-in,

conversion rates, and subscribership by

producing over 200,000 product videos

The Top 50 Ways Brands Can Build Subscribers on YouTube

Courtesy of Distilled.net 
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� Run contests or giveaways that

require subscribership for entry

� Always create fresh content, and stick

to a posting schedule

� Create informative and entertaining

content that is appropriate to your

target audience

� Add a Subscribe to Us on YouTube

button on the company website

� Use annotations to ask the viewer to

subscribe as they watch the video 

� Ask for feedback from your viewers

and respond to it; create a

conversation

� Use relevant keywords in your video

titles and captions 

� Invite users on other brand social

network pags to subscribe to the

YouTube channel

� Advertise the brand channel on

YouTube for better exposure

� Make sure critical keywords are the

first few words in each video's title

� Create playlists featuring the brand's

best and most popular content

� Repurpose existing videos from other

media platforms to increase content

selection

� Request user-generated product

review videos in exchange for

product trials; viewers are more likely

to subscribe and share brand

YouTube channels if their content is

included

� Upload instructional or how-to

videos

� Frequently upload fresh content to

keep subscribers coming back.

� Include brand YouTube videos in the

blog, emails, and website

� Make sure there is a call-to-action in

your videos to encourage people to

subscribe

� Reach out to YouTube channel

owners with similar topics and ask

them if they will feature your

channel; return the favor

� Feature YouTube content in company

apps and include a subscribe button

� Cross-promote content on iTunes

with a company podcast, websites,

blogs, Pinterest, and others

� Use guest interviews to attract new

viewers

The bottom line? YouTube works, but

only if you work your brand.

The Top 50 Ways Brands Can Build Subscribers on YouTube
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Joao-Pierre Ruth

Marketers may want their videos

to blossom into viral hits on

YouTube videos, but it takes a

bit of secret sauce and a dash of dark

magic to woo fickle viewers. Winning

over the audience depends largely on the

target market and the personality of the

brand, says Nathan Yerian, director of

strategy with Adhere Creative, a web

design and marketing agency in Hous-

ton, Texas.

“For a corporate law firm, putting a fun

face on their video profile might not be

something the brand can tolerate," Yer-

ian says.

Big budget productions also do not

guarantee a hit, he adds. Scrappy startup

Dollar Shave Club, for example, seemed to

come from nowhere in 2012 with a video

campaign that blew up on YouTube and

has since been viewed nearly 11 million

times. Surprises such as Dollar Shave Club

are hard to predict but there are steps

marketers can take to improve their

chances.

Figuring out how to gain brand traction

on YouTube means understanding the

way the platform evolves. Recent changes

to YouTube’s homepage architecture,

which presents videos curated for the user,

can offer branding opportunities, says Rob

Ciampa, vice president of marketing with

Pixability, a video marketing and ad com-

pany in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Pixa-

bility recently released a study on how top

brands use YouTube.

Companies miss out on opportunities

to guide consumers’ discovery of their

brands if they simply post videos on

YouTube without leveraging metadata or

annotations within the video, Ciampa

says.“We’re dealing with the legacy men-

tality of producing a video, dumping it

online and hoping something happens,”

he notes.“The adage,

‘Hope is not a strate-

gy,’ is especially true

on YouTube.”

One recurring mis-

take Ciampa sees

brands continue to

make is approaching

YouTube with a cook-

ie-cutter, television

advertising mentali-

ty.“That just fails,” he says,“Treat it differ-

ently.” Successful television ads do not

always guarantee the attention of the

online audience. “People who watch

Super Bowl commercials will fight us on

this,”Ciampa says,“but we find that repur-

posed TV commercials just don’t do that

well on YouTube.”

Companies should also be open to

experimenting with TrueView ads, Ciampa

says. These appear before the video the

viewer wants to see.“The performance of

these clickable YouTube ads has been out-

standing and I think a lot of brand mar-

keters don’t realize that,” he says.

The Secrets Brands Need to Know
to Succeed on YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Dumping your videos on YouTube and hoping they'll find an audience isn't enough. We spoke to video
marketing experts to learn how brands can make their videos stand out.

http://www.onlinevideo.net/2013/08/7-essentials-for-smart-youtube-marketing/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUG9qYTJMsI
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YouTube’s TrueView ad format let the

viewer choose to skip or keep watching

the pitch. Brands might wrinkle their

noses at running ads that viewers can

avoid, but Ciampa says they can be useful.

“The analytics around that becomes

quite important,” Ciampa says. “If some-

one clicks off after five seconds, you’re

not paying for it. The people who watch,

and the ad that you’ll pay for, is some-

body that really has interest.”

Here are more ideas brands should con-

sider to drive attention to their YouTube

videos.

� Sharing is caring: YouTube playlists

allow for content curation, which

Ciampa says lets brands compile

videos on their channel from partner

companies in addition to their own.

Offering viewers more to watch

when they visit a channel can keep

them interested in the brand.

� Work carefully with online

personalities: “Haul videos,” which

feature YouTube celebs such as

Michelle Phan showing off their latest

product finds, can be influential, says

Ciampa , but they also present

challenges for marketers.“Oftentimes

their haul may consist of your brand

and a competing brand,” he says.“To

your traditional brand marketer, that’s

a huge source of heartburn.”

However these personalities might

also share videos from brands as long

as the content does not push too

hard to make a sale.

� Old YouTube channels can still have

value: Brands might be eager to

create new channels when they

develop fresh video content, but that

might not be what consumers

discover first.“Some channels that

had long been abandoned were

actually doing better in search than

the active channels,” Ciampa says.

While most brands can do well with

one or a few channels, for companies

such as 3M that have highly disparate

product lines it would be confusing to

put all YouTube content in one place.

� Sometimes consumers want a long

show: If the audience is familiar with

something like that movie with high-

level visual impact.” Rather than put

money into expensive production for

one video, marketers should spread

their budgets across multiple videos,

he says.

� Put the viewer in the director’s

chair: Engage the audience through

a video series with choose-your-own-

adventure style interactions, Yerian

says, letting them decide what

happens next in the story.“YouTube

lets you have clickable spaces within

the video,” he says.“The viewer clicks

on a link and it shoots you off to a

second video.”That means creating

multiple variations of video segments

but Yerian says the increased

interactivity can increase the

possibility of the content being

shared with more viewers.

a product, Ciampa says, long-form

content can perform well.“You’d be

surprised how many people will

watch a 30-minute how-to video,” he

says. However, Yerian says brands

should keep testimonial videos and

the like under five minutes in length.

“It’s unlikely someone will watch past

the three- to five-minute mark unless

there is something intriguing going

on,” he says. If the product or service

requires more than a cursory

understanding, consider a narrative

video, perhaps with animation, that

explains what the brand offers.

� Plan for small screen viewing:

Videos should be designed for

playback on most devices, Ciampa

says, with mobile users in mind.

“You’ve got to make sure that you

can see the branding elements on

mobile,” he says. Even larger

smartphones might not display all

the visual details meant for bigger

screens.“We tell people, you’ve got to

get over this Avatar thing,” Ciampa

says.“Everybody wants to create
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Troy Dreier

YouTube: You've got to use it, so

put some effort into getting the

best possible results.

If your company creates online videos,

you probably have a YouTube account

already where you post your work. After

all, YouTube is the most-visited video site

by far. You'd be crazy to throw away that

kind of potential traffic.

But simply uploading videos is the least

you can do. To help you get more from

your time, Black Box Social Media has cre-

ated a report with the following nine

YouTube Marketing tips. If you've got a

product or a service to promote, study

these tips and put them into practice.

� Do your research. This tip is a fun

one. It means spend the day

watching videos and seeing what

works. What videos in your business

category get the most views or

comments? Which have the highest

ratings? It's not always the slick,

professionally produced videos that

get the strongest results.

� Have an angle. The videos that do

the best are often funny or present

useful information. Think how you can

present your product or service in a

way that people will want to watch.

� Think value. You're creating a

commercial, but it shouldn't feel like a

commercial. Offer the viewer

something of value for his or her time.

� Popularize your address. Create a

YouTube channel for your brand and

you'll get a URL for that channel. Use

that address on all your marketing

materials and social networking

pages.

� Interact with your fans. Once you

start getting comments from your

viewers, interact with them. Answering

comments is a great way to show that

your company is responsive.

� Respond to others. YouTube lets

video creators post their videos as

responses to other videos. Create

video responses to popular videos

that touch on your business area.

� Create a call to action. After viewing

your video, should viewers visit your

site? Watch other videos? Subscribe

to your channel? Let them know and

provide a link so that they can easily

do it.

� Film in HD. Yes, high-definition video

takes more space, but it's preferred

by viewers. Record your videos in HD

and upload HD clips to YouTube.

� Use keywords. Many people will find

your videos by searching, so use

keywords to pull in as many views as

possible. Place relevant keywords in the

title and the description for each video.

9 Tips on Marketing Your
Company with YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Are you simply uploading your videos or are you taking steps to make
them attractive to viewers? These tips will help you find an audience.

"The videos that do the best are often funny or

present useful information. Think how you can

present your product or service in a way that people

will want to watch."

http://blackboxsocialmedia.com
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Troy Dreier

For companies that promote, mar-

ket, or sell with online video (and

that should be just about every

one of them by this point), having a chan-

nel on YouTube is essential. But it's not

enough to simply load videos into

YouTube; brands also need to keep up to

date with what YouTube is doing.

Consider the small but exciting

announcement YouTube made this week:

You can now add a Subscribe button to

your website. This means fans and cus-

tomers no longer have to visit your

YouTube channel page to subscribe to

your video feed; they can subscribe from

any page with a button.

This announcement fits in perfectly

with YouTube's recent move to give a

fresh look to channel pages. The video

giant is placing an emphasis on driving

subscriptions, since that's the most effec-

tive way to grow channel views.

Adding a button is beautifully simple.

All you need to do is add the code below

to your site:

<script src="https://apis.google.com/js/

plusone.js"></script>

<div class="g-ytsubscribe" data-channel

="Your Channel Name Here">

</div>

Make it a part of every page on your

site.

If you want to customize the look of the

button, YouTube has a few options for

you. Visit this YouTube developers page

to learn how to add a branding icon next

to your button. By the way, standard

channels get a red subscribe button,

while paid channels get a green button.

Before you race off and add the button,

you should know that YouTube has put a

few rules in place. For one, you can't offer

prizes or rewards of any kind to entice

people to click Subscribe. Hey, this isn't

Facebook. Also, buttons need to be fully

visible, and you can't use the button to

track subscribers' online activity.We don't

know what the punishment is, but we're

sure it's unwise to make YouTube angry.

With this news, YouTube offers a sim-

ple and essential way to grow online

views. Brands with YouTube channels

should make adding a button to their

site a priority.

Add a YouTube Subscribe Button to 
Your Site: How and Why to Do It

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Thanks to a recent announcement, there's an exciting and easy new way to drive up the
number of views on your company's YouTube channel.
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Troy Dreier

As you plan your company's

YouTube video strategy, learn

from the best. This week, market-

ing and advertising company Pixability

released "The Top 100 Global Brands: Key

Lessons for Success on YouTube," an

invaluable resource for any company

posting videos on YouTube (and that

should be every company).

In creating the report, Pixability moni-

tored the YouTube strategies of the top

100 global brands. It found a range of

results, with 56 of the brands having over

10 YouTube cannels, and 10 brands run-

ning over 30 channels each. The brands

with the most channels created the most

videos.

Just because brands are huge doesn't

mean they're winning on YouTube. Pixa-

bility found that around 37 percent of the

channels it looked at hadn't been updat-

ed in the last 120 days, and 17 top global

brands had half or more of their YouTube

channels inactive. The worst offenders

were Kleenex,Yahoo, and Johnnie Walker.

Excess channels are a problem, says Pixa-

bility, because they lead to consumer

confusion.

What brands need to do, the agency

said, is use YouTube to build and maintain

an engaged audience.You want followers

that subscribe to your channels, share

your posted videos, and interact with you

and other fans by posting comments.The

brands succeeding the most on YouTube

have a clear brand channel strategy and

defined YouTube channels loaded with

useful and well-organized videos. Having

strong YouTube channels and compelling

videos leads to an engaged audience

that watches for longer, the report finds.

That, in turn, leads to more views, more

sharing, better search results, and videos

that get embedded on other web pages.

Of the top 100 global brands, the ones

that have posted the most YouTube

videos are MTV (23,756), Thomson

Reuters (23,315), and Disney (15,367).

Brands with the most YouTube channels

are 3M (43), and Disney, Nike, and IBM (all

41). Don't worry about catching up: Just

understand that there's no business too

big or too small for YouTube marketing.

For more YouTube advice from the top

global brands, download the full Pixabili-

ty report for free, no registration required.

What the Top Global Brands Know About YouTube…

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

…and so should you. It's no mystery how giant businesses succeed with YouTube: Here are winning tips to apply to your own company.
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Troy Dreier

Ready to get smart with your com-

pany's YouTube marketing? Pixa-

bility, a marketing and advertising

company that focuses on driving success

on YouTube, has released an excellent

report entitled "The Top 100 Global

Brands: Key Lessons for Success on

YouTube," and it's packed with lessons

the firm has learned in its work.

In the report, Pixability shows that

YouTube marketing is a must for global

brands. It notes that the top 100 global

brands have gone from having just a few

dozen YouTube uploads five years ago, to

having over 10,000 cumulative uploads

per month last year. Those brands count

over 9.5 billion YouTube views and over

258,000 uploads.

In the report, Pixability offers these sev-
en essentials for companies looking for
their own YouTube successes.This is what
the top global brands do right. These les-
sons are simple and smart, and should
guide the YouTube strategy of any com-
pany that creates videos.
� Make lots of content: Once you've

got your customers' attention, keep
it. Get them to subscribe to your
channel and keep them entertained
with a steady supply of new videos.
Pixability found that that most
successful brands offer 50 percent
more videos on their YouTube
channels compared to the least
successful ones.

� Practice good video SEO: Videos
aren't much good if no one can find
them, and there's a lot of competition

on YouTube. Use tags and descriptions

to help viewers find your videos on

YouTube. Pixability found that the best

performing 25 percent of top global

brands take more care with video SEO,

maintain more playlists and use more

video tags.

� Use different videos for multiple
touchpoints: Understand that some

customers will look to your videos for

basic information, while others will

need deeper knowledge. Create

multiple videos to satisfy customers

anywhere in the marketing funnel.

� Link videos to marketing
initiatives: Your YouTube videos

need to work with your company's

overall marketing goals, supporting

the messaging you put out. Pixability

says that successful video marketers

will create videos even for a small but

engaged audience, such as

participants at an event.

� Ensure each video has branding:
Thanks to YouTube sharing options,

your videos can end up being shown

on a variety of sites. That's a good

thing. Make sure viewers always

know which videos are yours by

including branding in both the video

and the description.

� Invest in more content, not more

channels: While you might be tempted

to make multiple channels for different

product initiatives, that's not what the

top brands do. Create one main

channel and then use playlists to

organize your videos within it.That

helps customers find all your videos.

� Engage community via social

media: When you create online

videos, you're entering a conversation

with your customers. Use platforms

like Facebook, Twitter, and Vine to

deepen that conversation and to send

traffic back to your YouTube channel.

People on social networks often share

content, says Pixability, and videos are

perfect for sharing.

For more YouTube advice from the top

global brands, download the full Pixabili-

ty report for free, no registration required.

7 Essentials for Smart
YouTube Marketing

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Learn from global brands that are highly successful on YouTube: Here
are seven best practices your company should absolutely be following.

http://www.pixability.com/youtubebrandstudy/
http://www.pixability.com/youtubebrandstudy/
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Troy Dreier

Did you notice your company's

YouTube channel looking a little

different yesterday? Did you

notice everyone's YouTube channel look-

ing a little different yesterday? That's

because YouTube finally pulled the

switch on its One Channel redesign, forc-

ing anyone who hadn't adopted the new

look already to get on board.

Optimizing your company's YouTube

channel for this new design might seem

like a chore, but it's not. And the results

are worth it: Your channel will look great

on any device, you'll surface more of your

excellent videos, and you'll likely get

more subscribers.

When you're ready to optimize your

channel, simply follow these four steps.

But don't wait too long: One Channel

pages that haven't been optimized look

pretty poor. The faster you do this, the

better.

� Create new channel art. The One

Channel layout has specific

requirements for the main graphic: it

needs to be a specific size (2560 by

1440 pixels) and have the title and

branding in the center of the image.

This lets your channel look great

whether it's shown on a smartphone

or a connected TVs. Read YouTube's

own guidelines for the graphic.

� Record a trailer video. In the new

design, you can create a welcome

video that's only seen by non-

subscribers. This video helps them

feel at home on your channel and

encourages them to become

subscribers. Keep it short, informative,

and fun.

� Organize your videos. The new

design lets companies surface more

content on their channel page.

Organize your videos into playlists,

then organize those playlists on the

channel page. Being able to scan

organized playlists will keep people

looking longer, and will help them

make a selection.

� Display your social networks. One

Channel pages aren't meant to be

disconnected islands, but a

connected web. Link and display all

your company's social networking

sites. While you're at it, link to other

YouTube channels you like. It will

make those other pages more likely

to link back to you in return.

That's all there is to it. Follow these four

steps and your YouTube channel will wel-

come people in and encourage them to

stay for a while.

4 Easy Steps to Master the
YouTube One Channel Redesign

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

YouTube is moving everyone to a new page design, like it or not.
Follow these steps to give your channel a fresh new look.

http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2972003
http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2972003
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Eric Schumacher-Rasmussen

Anyone who’s ended up with a Pil-

low Pet or a Snuggie can attest to

continued power of TV infomer-

cials to sell products. Recently, however,

the online-only infomercial has become

an equally powerful sales tool, as evi-

denced by successful campaigns from

Orabrush and Dollar Shave Club. Repre-

sentatives from both were on hand at last

month’s VidCon in Anaheim, California, on

a panel called “As Seen on YouTube: Rein-

venting the Infomercial,” where they

shared how their campaigns came to be

and offered tips on creating successful

product commercials online.

Orabrush
Dr. Robert Wagstaff, the 75-year-old

inventor of the Orabrush tongue cleaner,

had spent eight years and invested more

than $50,000 in a TV infomercial and

radio ads, with almost no return on

investment. So he turned to a market

research class at Brigham Young Universi-

ty to ask the students to help him come

up with an online plan. The verdict: 92

percent of the people who are interested

in a product like the Orabrush weren’t

likely to buy it online, so the students

advised him not to bother.

Most of the students, that is. One of

them -- Jeffrey Harmon, who wasn’t part

of the team that did the research -- sug-

gested that, since the remaining 8 per-

cent represented millions of potential

buyers, it was worth a shot. In exchange

for Dr. Wagstaff’s old motorcycle, Harmon

marshaled his friend Austin Craig to serve

as pitchman, got another friend to write a

script, and yet another, Devin Graham

(Devin Super Tramp on YouTube), to film

an infomercial, which was shot in a Salt

Lake City, Utah, pool hall.

“We put it online, started buying ads,

and in late 2009, Austin’s face was all over

YouTube for a while,” said Harmon at the

VidCon session.“It got to the point where

we could spend to promote the video,

and for every paid view we got, we got

two free views. Next thing we know,

Boots (a large health and beauty chain in

the U.K.) was calling us, asking how they

could sell the Orabrush in their stores.”

Today, Orabrush’s YouTube channel

boasts dozens of videos (including a

spot-on parody of an Apple iPad 2 video),

more than 187,000 subscribers, and

upwards of  47 million views. Plus,

Orabrush is available at Walmart, Winn

Dixie, and thousands of other stores

across the country.

The Dollar Shave Club
In a video message to session atten-

dees, Dollar Shave Club founder and CEO

Michael Dublin said he was inspired by

Orabrush and Old Spice’s combination

How to Sell Products on YouTube:
Lessons Learned at VidCon

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Orabrush and the Dollar Shave Club have both used YouTube to create highly profitable businesses.
Read their stories and their seven tips for online sales success.

http://www.youtube.com/user/devinsupertramp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFeb6YBftHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFeb6YBftHE
http://youtu.be/AyWnE0mRSBQ
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TV/online campaign to create a YouTube

campaign of his own. The result was the

“Our Blades are F***ing Great” video, fea-

turing an overly serious Dublin pitching

his company’s cheap blades while march-

ing through his company’s Santa Monica,

California-based headquarters.

Within days of the video going online,

the company received more than 12,000

orders, and soon was having trouble

keeping up with demand. Since debuting

in March, the video has received more

than 5 million views.

Tips for Online 
Video Sales Success

Orabrush and Dollar Shave Club are

both success stories, but they couldn’t be

more different. Orabrush continues to

create videos on a weekly basis and now

employs a full-time video production

crew, while Dollar Shave Club hasn’t post-

ed another video since “Our Blades are

F***ing Great.” And while Orabrush has

leveraged its YouTube success into tradi-

tional brick-and-mortar distribution and

sales, Dollar Shave Club remains by its

very nature an online-only service.

But both offered solid tips for success at

VidCon. Here are a few:

� Don’t go for viral success. Make sure

you pair your videos with well-

placed, targeted ads and paid views.

“Load up the bases first,

systematically,” said Orabrush’s

Harmon.“That way, if you get a viral

‘home run,’ it’s a grand-slam. That

makes more sense than shooting for

the fences and striking out.” (For

more on Orabrush's anti-viral

strategy, come back for our feature

story on Friday.)

� Make sure your video addresses a
consumer pain point.“We didn’t

succeed just because we were

entertaining,” said Dollar Shave Club’s

Dublin.“Find a shared consumer

experience -- in our case, it was the

high cost of brand-name razors -- and

focus on it.”

� Use music or comedy to make your
pitch. “People have a visceral

response to both music and humor,”

said Orabrush pitchman Craig.“In

sure you’ve got an attention-
grabbing opener, and be sure to have
a call to action at the end.”

� Don’t wait! Buy now! Compared to
television and Facebook, YouTube is a
steal.“You can buy clicks on a well-
converting, optimized video ad for a
tenth of the cost of Facebook ads,
and YouTube has an audience that’s
three times the size of the big three
networks combined. Get in while it’s
cheap and learn to play the system.”

fact, the rhythm of the development

of a song is similar to that of a joke --

verse and chorus in a song, setup and

punch line in a joke.”

� Murder your darlings. Keep it short.

“You’re an artist, not a marketer,” said

Harmon.“If it’s not adding to the

message of the video, get rid of it.”

� Optimize your content and your
distribution. Ten percent of a video’s

success has to do with its content.

The rest, Harmon said, is from

distribution, refining the message,

and optimization.“Make sure you do

A/B testing and optimize the entire

path to purchase,” he said. Orabrush

will sometimes create 30 different

versions of a video, post them as

unlisted, pay for views, and then

assess which version performs the

best.“To do it right takes a long time,

is very frustrating, and is very

laborious,” said Craig.“But all that

work pays off.”

� Pay attention to the open and
close. “The first five seconds of a

video is crucial,” said Craig.“Make

How to Sell Products on YouTube: Lessons Learned at VidCon

http://youtu.be/ZUG9qYTJMsI
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YouTube is the largest and most-

trafficked video library online, so

take time to learn how to use if

more effectively.

Even if you're posting your videos to

your company's own website, you'll still

want to post to YouTube, as well. It's a

great way to bring attention to your com-

pany, and -- if you create something really

strong -- your video might even go viral.

To help video creators succeed,

YouTube has just released the second

version of its Creator Playbook. The play-

book is a 91-page guide full of best prac-

tices and tips that can be viewed online

(as a Google document) or downloaded

to your desktop as a PDF file.

The Creator Playbook is a roadmap to

YouTube success from the people who

know the site best. It's broken into three

sections: Programming & Producing, Pub-

lishing & Optimization, and Community &

Social Media.

The Programming & Producing section

helps people learn how to hook viewers

by capturing their interest early, and how

to make videos interactive by including

calls to action.

The Publishing & Optimization section

explains how video creators can use

metadata (such as titles, tags and descrip-

tions) to help viewers find their videos,

and how to create thumbnail images that

make videos appealing.

Finally, the Community & Social section

shows how the process of creating and

sharing a video

doesn't end

when the video

is posted. Read-

ers learn how to

use social tools

to get viewer

feedback, as

well as how to

reach out to rel-

evant blogs for

greater expo-

sure.

Opening and

closing sections

in the Creator Playbook teach how to use

YouTube's built in analytics tools, and

offer a video upload checklist.

New in Two
This second version of the Creator Play-

book updates the guide to keep up with

YouTube changes. YouTube now offers

channel pages and has updated the look

of the homepage.The guide offers advice

on programming a channel and making

the most of the homepage feed.

YouTube is big all around the world, not

just in the U.S. Readers will now find a

section on optimizing content for a glob-

al audience.

The playbook isn't overly technical, but

some of the terms used will be unfamiliar

to video newcomers. That's why it now

includes a glossary of terms.

The Creator Playbook is tightly written

and is definitely a must-read, even for

experienced YouTube-using video cre-

ators.

YouTube Offers Advice on
Succeeding with YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

The video giant updates its Creator Playbook, a collection of best
practices and tips for succeeding on YouTube.

http://www.youtube.com/yt/playbook/
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When Greg Jarboe, president

and cofounder of SEO-PR,

went to update his book

YouTube and Video Marketing: An Hour a

Day, first published only two years ago by

Sybex, he guessed that he'd need to

update half the content. After all,

YouTube is constantly improving itself

and the video marketing industry is

growing quickly.

He "woefully underestimated," he said,

and ended up having to update over 75

percent of the book.The second edition is

now for sale on Amazon.

The Ever-changing YouTube
The changes were all across the board,

Jarboe said, since YouTube hasn't slowed

in adding new features. Basic items like

the video watch page and the algorithm

used to create search recommendations

have changed in the past two years (the

algorithm now factors in newness, so that

recent videos have an edge over old

favorites).

Advertising on YouTube has changed

dramatically, as well:TrueView, the system

that only charges advertisers when their

ads are watched fully, wasn't around two

years ago. Jarboe sees TrueView as a big

reason why YouTube's advertising has

grown strongly in the past year.

Jarboe also notes that the YouTube Cre-

ate section, which lists browser-based

apps that can be used for editing videos

or adding effects, didn't exist two years

ago. Now, you can make videos even

without a camera. The GoAnimate tool,

for example, creates animated videos

from only a script.

Just this week, YouTube introduced

YouTube Analytics, which provides deep-

er viewer insight than the previous

YouTube Insight. Read our feature on it

for more information.

Affordable Marketing
Pre-Internet, small businesses needed

to splurge on television ads to reach

viewers, something many couldn't afford.

YouTube marketing, says Jarboe, removes

cost as a barrier and lets companies put

their messages in front of 800 million

worldwide viewers. YouTube is a blessing

for small businesses, he says, and he's

seen it put young companies on the map.

For those just starting out with YouTube

marketing, Jarboe offers these five begin-

ner tips.

� Find Someone Who 

Can Shoot and Edit

In the old days, you needed to hire a

professional videographer to record your

message.The barriers have been lowered,

and now all a small company needs is

someone who can work a camera and do

5 Tips You Need to Know to Market
Your Videos on YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

With over a million new videos uploaded to YouTube every day, you need an edge to stand out.

http://www.seo-pr.com/online-video-marketing
http://www.amazon.com/YouTube-Video-Marketing-Hour-Day/dp/047094501X/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1322761963&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/YouTube-Video-Marketing-Hour-Day/dp/047094501X/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1322761963&sr=8-2
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.youtube.com/create
http://www.youtube.com/create
http://www.onlinevideo.net/2011/12/how-to-get-the-most-from-youtubes-new-analytics-tools/
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a little editing. The cameras built into

smartphones or tablets are good

enough, and semi-pro models go for

under $500.

� Grab the Viewer in 15 Seconds

People watch online video differently

than they watch television. With online

video, Jarboe says, you need to get their

attention immediately; the first 15 sec-

onds is crucial. "You've got to hook 'em

fast," he says.

� Optimize Your Search Terms

There are now 100 hours of new video

uploaded to YouTube every minute.

Standing out in that crowd is a challenge,

and just uploading your work isn't

enough. Research what keywords will get

you the most viewers, and load those

words into your titles, tags, and descrip-

tions.

� Let the Bloggers Know

One of the reasons YouTube took off in

the first place and triumphed over similar

sites, says Jarboe, is that it made sharing

and embedding easy. Shared videos are

still a powerful tool for discovery. Let the

bloggers who cover your industry know

whenever you have a new video up, and

encourage them to post it.

� Keep an Eye on the Analytics

If you're not studying the free analytics

tools that YouTube offers, you're missing

a valuable resource. Learn where your

viewers are located and which blogs are

giving you the most referrals. Study

where people stopped watching your

videos and learn what the weakest points

are. That research can help make your

next videos even better.

5 Tips You Need to Know to Market Your Videos on YouTube
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Even if you're happily streaming

your videos with a top-notch

online video provider (OVP), you

shouldn't neglect YouTube. Think it's too

low-rent for you? Think again. It's the top

video site by far.You can't afford not to be

on it.

But just because you upload a few

videos to YouTube doesn’t mean they'll

be eagerly watched by millions of people.

You need to stand out from the crowd.

Here are five tips to make sure your work

gets noticed on YouTube.

� Keep Up Appearances

YouTube can stream high-definition

video now, so upload the best quality

copies you have of your work. Keep in

mind that you don't need to use the

default thumbnail image for an uploaded

video. YouTube will automatically use the

screen that's exactly halfway through

your video as the thumbnail image, but

you can choose the image that's one-

quarter of the way through or three-quar-

ters through. Choose the one that looks

the most interesting.

� Use the Right Titles and Terms

Once your videos are uploaded, think

carefully about the titles and descriptions

you give them. Most of your viewers will

find your work by searching. Think about

keywords to use. If your video can tie into

a current hot trend, mention it in the

description.

� Join the Group

Don't just post your videos and forget

about them; be a part of the YouTube

community. Respond to any comments

that deserve a response.Thank people for

following your work. Rate and comment

on other people's videos. Follow people

creating similar videos. It's all a part of

social marketing, which is increasingly

important in reaching plugged-in, jaded

consumers.

� Break Up Longer Work

You've heard how longer work is

becoming more popular online, but that's

mostly for Hulu and other sites that show

premium programming. If you're loading

clips onto YouTube, keep them short. If

you have a longer video you really want

to post, consider breaking it into chapters

first. People are more likely to watch sev-

eral short videos than the same work put

together in one longer file.

� Buy Promotion from YouTube

The previous four tips are things you

can do for free, and they're all valuable

ideas for attracting attention. However, if

you have an advertising budget, the

YouTube Promoted Videos program is

there to help you jump-start the process

of getting viewers. It's built on the

AdWords auction system of parent com-

pany Google, and it lets you set the price

you're willing to pay per click. You can

control you maximum daily budget, so

you'll never spend more than you want.

Try it out on a small scale and see if you

get results. If so, increase your spending.

Five Ways to Get Noticed on YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

There are millions of videos on YouTube, so if you're going to stand out you'd better have a game plan.

http://www.youtube.com/
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Even if you think you’re above

YouTube, you should be on

YouTube.

Even if you have a great online video

provider (OVP) and the videos on your

site look far better than they ever would

on YouTube, you should put them on

YouTube, as well.

Why? Because YouTube gets far more

hits than any other video site. It’s the

source, the standard. It’s where people go

when they want to search out a video or

just browse around.

It’s not a place you can ignore. Use is as

free advertising—a way to make people

aware of your product or service and lead

them back to your site.

However, once you’ve decided to create

your own YouTube channel and port all

your videos to YouTube, you’ve got a dif-

ferent problem: how do you stand out?

There are 100 hours of video uploaded

to YouTube every minute. The library is

immense. How are you going to get

someone to click your video rather than

those millions and millions of others?

That’s where these five tips come in:

� Have Great-Looking Video

We’re not talking about production here,

but how you encode your work. Now that

YouTube allows high-resolution videos,

you can optimize your videos so they’ll

look good on even the largest screen. Put

your HD videos in the widescreen 16:9

aspect ration with a resolution of 1280 by

720 pixels. Give your work a rate of 30

frames per second. Save as an .mp4 file

with H.264 video compression.

� Use Search Terms Intelligently

Rather than using broad terms in your

titles and keywords, use more targeted

terms. Instead of “roofer,” use “Minneapo-

lis roofer,” for example. This way, you

won’t be competing against all the other

people who used “roofer” as a keyword;

you’re competing in a smaller area so

your video is more likely to come up first.

Use that keyword phrase in your title,

description, and in your tags to ensure

better placement.

� Get Links to your Videos

The number of sites that link to your

videos, and whether or not those are

high-quality sites, will impact your search

results. Start a company blog and include

links to your videos in your entries. Ask

business partners to link to your videos

from their sites. Finally, find out what sites

are linking to videos that are similar to

yours. Write up a guest post for those

sites and ask them to post it. They might

appreciate the free content and you’ll get

a link out of it.

� Reply to Others

Perhaps you’ve seen the Video Reply

option when posting on YouTube, which

makes your video a reply to a video post-

ed by someone else.The idea is that video

makers can have a conversation by reply-

ing to each others’ work. You can use this

tool to boost your hits, as well. Respond-

ing to a video tells YouTube that your

video is associated with that first video.

Reply to popular videos with similar sub-

ject matter to improve your search results.

� Consider All the Factors

To the first-time YouTube poster, it

might seem like your video’s title, descrip-

tion, and tags are all that matter in get-

ting a good search ranking. But YouTube

is part of Google, after all, and Google

knows search. Many factors influence a

video’s ranking, including how many

times a video has been viewed and how

often it’s viewed. When a viewer clicks

Like or Dislike, that influences the rank-

ings. Having a lot of subscribers and get-

ting chosen as a favorite by viewers will

also help.

More Ways to Get Noticed on YouTube

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Attracting viewers to your YouTube videos is hard work, but you’ll be rewarded with a constant stream of traffic.
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If your company is using YouTube as

your video host, you're certainly not

the only one. Many companies large

and small appreciate the price (free) and

simplicity of hosting with YouTube.

Not to ignore the reach: even compa-

nies that use an online video platform

(OVP) for their on-site videos should also

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

syndicate with YouTube. It's the biggest

online video destination by far and you

want that audience seeing your clips.

Up until now, hosting with YouTube has

meant a trade-off: while the site long ago

allowed HD content, so

YouTube clips look as good

as clips on any other site, it

still adds a logo to embed-

ded videos. You can host

with YouTube, but every

video you embed will adver-

tise the site.

Well, not anymore. In a big

improvement for businesses

with videos, YouTube has

introduced a logoless player.

You can see a standard

YouTube embedded clip

and a logoless clip below.

The standard version includes a YouTube

icon in the lower right corner. The logo-

less version doesn’t, and only includes the

name "YouTube" briefly in the upper right

corner when the viewer mouses over the

Play button. It's a cleaner, more profes-

sional look.

To Use the YouTube 
Logoless Player:

1. Get the YouTube embed code for

your video, such as:

<iframe width="425" height="349"

src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/

8of00uEVRRA" frameborder="0" allow-

fullscreen></iframe>

2. Add ?modestbranding=1 to the end

of the URL, so it looks like this:

<iframe width="425" height="349"

src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/8

of00uEVRRA?modestbranding=1" frame-

border="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

3. Embed the video in your page.

It's that easy, and the more professional

look is definitely worth the few seconds

of effort.

How to Use YouTube's Logoless Player
A cleaner-looking embeddable option from YouTube is just the thing online
businesses need to look professional.

With Logo: Without Logo:
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Besides being an excellent free

video syndication tool (one that

now allows videos of up to 15

minutes, as opposed to 10), YouTube also

offers some useful analytics tools. One

that you should know about is Hot Spots.

While it sounds like an interactivity tool,

Hot Spots are actually a way of telling

what parts of your video are hot. If you

know what your viewers like in your

videos, you can do more of it. The feature

also lets you see where your videos are

cold, so you can learn what's making peo-

ple click away.

Even if you serve your videos with an

online video platform, it's worth also

loading them onto YouTube. After all,

YouTube is by far the most popular video

destination online. You can't afford to say

no to all those viewers. If you haven't

done so yet, create a YouTube account

and load up some videos.

There are a few ways to explore Hot

Spots, once your videos have been on

YouTube for a while and have garnered

enough hits for the needed analysis (it

looks like you'll need about 200 to 300

views before you an see the Hot Spots

feature). From the top right corner of your

account page, click the down arrow next

to your account name and select My

Videos.

From there, click the Insight button next

to one of your videos, and then Hot Spots

from the lower left. You'll see a chart next

to a copy of the video. The chart shows

viewer attention over time. As the video

plays, you'll see a vertical bar move

through the chart on the left.What you're

seeing is a measure of average viewer

attention at that particular moment.

Where the curved line is high, viewers

were paying more attention.They weren't

clicking away and may

have replayed a sec-

tion to see it again.

Where the line is low,

they clicked off.

By studying the

results of Hot Spot

charts, you can learn

what viewers respond

to, not just on

YouTube, but wherev-

er your videos are

shown. Experiment

with your work and

see if you can keep

that engagement line

high until the end of

the video. More

engaged viewers means more good

reviews and more viral sharing, so it can

only help your numbers.

Understanding YouTube Hot Spots

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Are your videos hot or cold? This feature gives you graphical second-by-second results.

http://www.youtube.com/
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YouTube recently made some

changes to its Promoted Video

program, so this seems like a

good time to explain how to get started

with it. Promoted Videos, if you haven't

heard of it, is a way to buy exposure for

your video on YouTube. It's related to

Google AdWords: you bid against search

terms so that your videos show up when

appropriate terms are searched. You can

control how much you'll spend, so you

don't need to worry about it breaking

your budget.

As for those changes, Promoted Videos

listings can now show up on Google

Video searches, as well as YouTube

searches. This applies to U.S. search

results only. It sounds like a big win,

because it opens promoted videos up to

a new audience. A lot of people prefer to

search Google Video instead of YouTube,

because it includes all the YouTube list-

ings, plus other videos around the Web.

Advertisers will need to opt in to Search

Partners in their account to get this

going.

YouTube Promoted Videos will also

soon show up on YouTube Mobile. This is

another win, since video-viewing on

mobile devices is way up. This change

helps you get your videos in front of a

younger, more connected audience.

Finally,YouTube has changed Promoted

Videos' pricing from cost-per-click to

cost-per-view. It's the views that matter,

and this lets you only pay when people

watch your video.

To get started with YouTube Promoted

Videos, visit YouTube's advertising page.

YouTube has made it a simple three step

process: first, create and post your video.

Write a description and choose a thumb-

nail image likely to pull in viewers. Next,

create list of search terms that should

prompt your video. Decide on you budg-

et and how many views you're willing to

buy. Finally, study the results and decide

which pull in the most viewers.You're free

to adjust your search terms at any time.

That's all there is to it. Get started with

YouTube's Promoted Videos and see if it

gives a needed lift to your business.

Get Started with YouTube's Promoted Videos

Y O U T U B E V I D E O  M A R K E T I N G

Choose the search terms you want and control how many impressions you get. Changes to the service help you get better quality results.

"Promoted Videos, if you haven't heard of it, is a way

to buy exposure for your video on YouTube. It's

related to Google AdWords: you bid against search

terms so that your videos show up when appropriate

terms are searched. You can control how much you'll

spend, so you don't need to worry about it breaking

your budget."

http://video.google.com/
https://ads.youtube.com/
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